
Special Educational Needs at Greentrees Primary School  
Annual Governors’ report – Term 1 2018 

 
Introduction 
 
This report comments on the implementation of the school’s policy for helping our children 
with special educational needs and disabilities (SEND). We review the school’s SEND policy 
annually. The school’s SEND information report, which details exactly what Greentrees 
offers for children with SEND, can be found on the website together with a link to the 
Wiltshire Local Offer for SEND. 
 
 Senco 
 
This academic year our SENCO, Helen Cole, has spent three full days in this role with an 
additional half a day spent over-seeing the delivery of social skill/ELSA interventions. Her 
time has been split between the Infant and Junior sites mainly dictated by demand. Helen is 
SENCO for the mainstream school and the Resource Base is managed by Lynne Watson 
intervention manager. Following on from last year we completed the county’s request to 
complete the SEN rag rated SEF in conjunction with Mr Picton and our SEN Governor, 
Andrew Edmonds. We chose to complete in full and has helped identify areas of need.   
 
Number of Children with SEN  
 
During the academic year we applied for 5 EHCPs. Of which we were successful with all 5. 
This represents a lot of hard work from our SENCO and is a very pleasing outcome for the 
individual families concerned. 
 

At the start of the 2018/19 academic year there are 49 children identified with a special 
educational need (2017/18 46 children) on the school’s SEN register (approximately 10% of 
children on the role). All of these have been recorded under the new category of SEN.  The 
numbers are starting to settle as we are no longer experiencing a high volume of pupils 
joining the school and the numbers are relatively settled.  
 
This number included 2017-18: 
 

 12 children with a formal Education, Health and Care Plan (‘EHCP’ or ‘My Plan’) 

 6 children with non-statutory  ‘My Support Plan’s’ in place  

 There have been no exclusions of SEN pupils  
 

The number at the start of 2018-19: 

 17 pupils with a formal Educational Health and Care Plan (‘EHCP’ or ‘My Plan’) 

 3 children with non-statutory ‘My Support Plan’s’ in place 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Year 2 SATS Data for SEN 
 

 Cohort 
N0           % 

Reading 
N0                % 

Writing 
N0                 % 

Maths 
N0                % 

SEN E 3 5% 1 33% 1 33% 0 0% 

SEN K 5 8% 2 40% 1 20% 1 20% 

SEN all 8 13% 3 38% 2 25% 1 13% 

 
 
 
Year 6 SATS Data for SEN 
 
13 Pupils in total who took SATs have identified SEN needs. 1 pupil had an EHCP. 
 

 cohort Reading Writing Maths Combined GPVS 

SEN E 1 2% 
 

1 100% 1 0% 1 0% 1 0% 1 100% 

SEN K 11 19% 
 

5 45% 5 45% 3 27% 3 27% 5 45% 

SEN all 12 21% 
 

5 42% 5 42% 3 25% 3 25% 6 47% 

 
 
The results from recent SAT tests have shown that intervention has had a positive impact in 
the school. We had a higher cohort of SEN pupils this academic year by five pupils. GPVS 
increased from 25% to 47%. Reading is still the strongest area for our SEND pupils and 
writing has seen an improvement. Maths dipped this year and is the schools area of 
development. We had one pupil with EHCP the same as last year and the data is relatively 
the same except within GPVS. 
 
 

 Our pupil who gained an EHCP made fantastic progress and expected Reading and 
GPVS. 

  Eight pupils took part in our Reading intervention groups.  Five of these achieved 
‘Expected’ in Reading, Including our pupil with EHCP- again a result we are very 
pleased with. 

 Five pupils took part in Maths interventions and two pupils achieved expected 
standards in Maths.  
 

 
 
 



End of KS2 Progress Data 
 

Establishment Reading Progress Writing Progress Maths Progress 

National (SEN KS2) 
 

-1.4 -2.2 -1.4 

Local Authority (SEN 
KS2) 

-1.5 -2.6 -2.6 

Greentrees (SEN KS2) 
 

+0.5 -1.9 -5 

 
I have analysed our SEN KS2 progress the data with both Wiltshire and National schools 
which shows that we are making good progress within Reading and Writing above average 
Wiltshire and National schools but our progress in Maths is well below. This is a whole 
school initiative for next academic year and I will look at ways to support our SEN pupils 
more robustly in Maths.  
 
 
 
 
Attendance  
 

 The attendance of the SEN pupils EHCP for the 2017/18 academic year was  SEN 
Support 94.49%  and Educational Health Care Plan 93.57% (including Resource Base) 

 The attendance of the SEN pupils SEN Support for the 2016/17 academic year was 
95.3% (not including Resource base) 

 The whole school pupil attendance was 96.45 % (including Resource Base) 
 

Greentrees approach to SEN 
 

Our approach to SEN continues to develop: 
 

 The acknowledgement that accurate identification of SEN and positive outcomes are 
everybody’s responsibility. 

 At Greentrees, new emphasis on teachers having clear responsibility for SEN has 
been embedded this year– TAs being used more creatively to enable teachers to 
work more closely and more frequently with SEN children, rather than sending them 
to do ‘interventions’ with a TA. Although it should be noted that interventions are 
still valued and at times effective when planned and managed. 

 We have introduced more Teacher Lead interventions and 1:1 support when needed 
and this has had a significant positive impact on pupil’s progress. 

 ‘One Page Profiles’ are being used for all SEN/PP children in the school. 

 We are also using strategy sheets, individual tracking and year group ‘provision 
maps’.  

 Being present at the pupil progress meeting has given our SENCO a clear overview of 
what is needed and enabled her to add and remove pupils from the register. 

 Pupil Progress Meetings are used to track progress against targets and identify 
children who are falling behind – appropriate support is allocated depending on 



resources available. It is not only PP/SEN children who receive additional support. 
This has helped inform forward planning for those children who require support. 

 The ‘Graduated Response to SEN Support’ (GRSS) has been taken on board by the 
school and used to identify, assess and guide response to SEN.  We have completed 
several to help with the referral process. 

 The B Squared tracking system is being used for SEN Pupils has been embedded into our 

practice to monitor how pupils are progressing. Largely, positive most pupils have made 

progress staff are still getting to grips with using the system and linking to PLPs. 

 Keeping a separate track of reading and spelling ages for the SEN register system 
that also tracks SEN pupils reading/spelling and arithmetic progress as a baseline. 
We have found this increasingly helpful when reporting to both parents and at 
county level. 

 Unfortunately Pupil voice did not happen this year for SEN pupils. Meetings were 
held with the SEN Governor – as the previous year was positive I would like to 
arrange earlier in the term. 

 Nessy software has continued in both infants and juniors and staff were positive with 
how the programme could be used to support our Dyslexic learners. Teachers have 
identified a number of pupils who would benefit from this software and we have 
purchased 75 site licences again for the coming academic year. Julie Webber (TA) has 
taken responsibility for co coordinating and overseeing the implementation of Nessy 
during assembly time. Other session with be managed in class time. The aim is for 
pupils to have the opportunity to use Nessy x3 per week for 10 mins. This needs to be 
more closely monitored and we will look at sending home passwords for children to 
access at home. 

 We are still accessing RDA for some of our pupils and this is still proving to be 
successful and rewarding for those involved. 
 

 
All children who have participated in an intervention programme have made progress 
although some may still be below national expectation.  
 
Impact of interventions  
 
Interventions that we do use are regularly reviewed, planned by the teacher and evaluated 
with clear entry/exit criteria and defined outcomes. These are documented on the provision 
maps. Our ‘Teacher lead’ interventions are planned by a qualified teacher and guided by 
child’s class teacher of the outcomes desired. EHCP pupils with tutor hours are planned by 
Tutor and assessed by tutor in line with EHCP targets. 
 
Pupil Premium funded interventions have been led by both TAs and Teachers this year. We 
saw a huge impact with Reading again and will look at continuing this with a Maths drive. 
 
 
Teacher lead interventions within KS2 have had a positive impact on the majority of pupils 
involved. When looking at progress of these pupils they have all improved in regards to 
reading/spelling and maths targets. Precision teaching methods have been used. 



 
Family Learning    
 
‘Keeping up with the Kids’ was attended and turned into Functional English Skills Qualification 

course which two of our parents signed up to. We also welcomed three parents from other schools. 

We tried a new approach to introducing the courses to parents and tried to tailor to Year Five 

parents. Take up was very poor. Four parents said they would attend only one parent turned up. 

Two other parents decided to come and the same two have gone on to do Functional Maths Skills 

Qualification which will continue into September 2018. The Family Learning team will continue to 

offer this service to our parents in 2018-19. 

Funding  
 
The banding methodology is still the same ensures that resources are targeted in a 
consistent way enabling all pupils to be placed on to a uniform set of bands across all types 
of provision. This banding is called Top up Funding as the school is expected to fund the 
first 15 hours of support. We have continued to adapt our thinking this year and allocated 
tutor hours to some of our EHCP pupils rather than TA support or provided a combined 
method. In some cases we have taken a combined approach.  
 
E.g. Year 5 pupil EHCP Upper band 1:   Support 2 hours 1:1 weekly Tutor (Qualified 
                                                                                   Teacher) time  
                                                                                   Maths and English. RDA 
      

   Year 4 pupil EHCP Upper band 1:  8 hours TA support in class/lunchtime to include 
                                                                          SALT and Emotional support provision. 
 

 Year 2 pupil EHCP Upper band 1:    5 hours TA support and 1 hour tutor (Qualified 
                                                                                   Teacher) time. 
 
We would like to continue this change of provision and are looking at introducing 
swimming to two of our pupils with EHCP to help provide life skills. I am also costing up 
the idea of buying into private speech therapy for our more complex pupils. 

 
Top up Funding at Greentrees: 

 
Totals:  
 
2017/18: £41,172                           2018/19: Mainstream: £57,606 
                                                                               Resource Base: £63,837.63 estimated 

 

Banding amounts: Have not increased April 2017 

Lower 1    £2,023 

Upper1    £4,067  



Lower 2    £5,569 

Upper 2     £7,384 

Band 3     £10,822 (resource base only) 

Band 4     £15,796 (special schools only) 

 
 
Access to Services 
 
This is becoming increasingly challenging and a new DART (Digital Referral System) has 
been introduced which some of the services are linked into but not all yet. This means 
answering a series of generated questions and the programme deciding who to refer to. In 
some respects it’s a quicker paperless system but it takes away the choice from the user. 
Not having all services on the one system leads to duplication of work. It is possible that 
some Services will move away from this system in 2018/19.Speech and Language and 
Occupational Health have moved premises and has had technical difficulties, we also lost 
our link therapist when she went on Maternity leave. 
We have accessed support from Speech and language, Behaviour Support and the SSens 
Team this academic year. This has been in the form of assessments/reports on referred 
children and direct support in school.  
 
Staff training 
 
Teachers and Teaching Assistants have again undertaken a variety of training over the year, 
including: 
 

 Two TAs have attended an ten week course at Braeside for supporting children with 
communication difficulties 

 
 Helen has also attended SEN cluster meetings and SEN Network meetings. 

 

 Helen attended Team Teach training with Mr Picton 

 

 ASD strategies/understanding from Speech and Language for all Teaching Assistants 

 

 Understanding ASD and how to support Teachers delivered by Educational Psychologist 

 

 One TA has gained there level 3 NVQ certificate Teaching Assistant 

 

 Coaching Training has been delivered to all Teaching Assistants across both Key Stages.  

 
 Attended Barnardo’s Training on supporting pupils who have parents in Prison with ELSA 

and PSA  

 



 We held a SENS surgery in March 2018– a half day. This has proved not to be long enough. 

Most staff were able to have an appointment. It was helpful to have BSS and SSENS 

attending which was much improved on last year although no attendance from EPS. 

 

 Helen has provided support to two local schools who are in Requires Improvement. This has 

been to support systems and developing provision mapping. Either on site or at the local 

school. 

 

 Helen attended training on the new DART system. 

 

In addition, Helen attended the annual SENCo Conference, cluster meetings and Pupil 
Premium conference. 
 
The Resource Base 

The Resource Base opened on 19th February 2018.  Initially we had 4 children in the KS2 class 

(Panthers) and 3 in EYFS/KS1 class (Tigers).  All of the KS2 class and 1 of the EYFS/KS1 were from 

Woodford Valley Resource Base which had closed.  All of the children have an EHCP and the 

bandings ranged from Lower 1 to Upper 2.  We had a full time teacher and teaching assistant in 

each class as well as a floating teaching assistant who was also a qualified teacher and led each class 

using work set by the teachers to give them PPA time and to allow the Resource Base Manager 

some time to do her managerial duties.   

The KS2 class initially had four children (3 boys and 1 girl).  There were two Year 3 children, one Year 

4 and a Year 5.  They were joined on 21st February by another Year 3 boy who had been provided 

with a home tutor by the LEA since September 2017 until a suitable school placement was found.  

He had a lengthy transition period, recommended by the LEA as he had been out of school for some 

time, and was full time on 27th March 2018.  This proved successful and he has integrated very well 

into the class.  One of the Year 3 children from Woodford Valley did not settle into the Base, 

exhibiting unsafe and extreme behaviour from the outset.  After several unsuccessful interventions 

and strategies, a PEAR was called, during which his mother decided to remove him from the Base 

and accepted the offer of an LEA home tutor for him until a placement was available at a suitable 

school which could meet his needs.  He came off roll on 29th March.  The class remained at 4 

children for the remainder of the Academic year. 

The KS1 class initially had three children.  Two boys in Reception and a Year 1 girl who had 

transferred from Woodford Valley RB.  They were joined on April 30th by a Year 1 boy who attended 

part time.  This placement was not successful and after a combined Annual Review/PEAR meeting 

on July 4th 2018, his parents decided to home educate him.  We were happy to keep him until the 

end of the Academic year (July 2018) and kept his place open but he did not return to school. 

The children are educated in the Resource Base and go offsite for RDA, swimming and weekly visits 

to the community farm.  Playtimes and lunchtimes are supervised by Resource Base staff.  All of the 

children are assigned two Year 5 buddies to help them at lunch playtime and at other times for KS2 

such as rewards assemblies.  Two extra buddies helped KS2 during ICT.  KS2 integrated with their 

peers in the main school for P.E. and Golden Time.  KS1/EYFS integrated at the Infants school twice 

a week with their mainstream peers in their academic Year.  Both classes participated in the main 

school Sports Days. 



This Academic Year we are full to our maximum capacity of 10 children with 5 pupils in each class.  

The KS2 class has a Year 3 girl, two Year 4 boys, a Year 5 boy and a Year 6 girl.  The EYFS/KS1 class 

has 3 reception boys, a Year 1 boy and a Year 2 girl.  The other Year 1 boy who was in the class last 

year moved out of the area on September 7th.  The LEA has agreed that we will remain a 10 place 

unit as we do not have the space to accommodate any more children.  All of the children currently in 

the Resource Base are suitably placed and progressing well.  We do not anticipate any further places 

being available until September 2019 when the Year 6 girl will transfer to secondary provision.  The 

Year 2 girl will then be Year 3 and will move into the KS2 class, leaving a space in the EYFS/KS1 class 

for a new pupil. 

 
Other SEN activities 
Autism workshop 
Transitions for Year 2 and Year 6 
Wiltshire Self-Assessment completed and returned.  
 
Governors 
 
The Governors will continue to oversee that provision for our children with special 
educational needs is effective, targeted and cost-effective and is continually developed in 
line with best practice in schools.  There is an ‘inclusion checklist’ which governors are 
encouraged to use during link visits to become more aware of how inclusion looks in 
practice. 
 
The SENCO and the SEN Governor have met half termly for the SENCO to provide an 
update. This has been highly successful at keeping the governors informed. No pupil voice 
this year due to Mr Edmonds commitments outside of school. We will prioritize for 2018-19.  
 

 

Contact details 
 

Helen Cole 
SEN Co-ordinator 
helencole@greentrees.wilts.sch.uk 
 

Andrew Edmonds 
Governor responsible for SEN 
edmonds154@btinternet.com 
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